High power density outer-rotor motors commonly use water or oil cooling. A reasonable thermal design for outer-rotor air-cooling motors can effectively enhance the power density without the fluid circulating device. Research on the heat dissipation mechanism of an outer-rotor air-cooling motor can provide guidelines for the selection of the suitable cooling mode and the design of the cooling structure. This study investigates the temperature field of the motor through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and presents a method to overcome the difficulties in building an accurate temperature field model. The proposed method mainly includes two aspects: a new method for calculating the equivalent thermal conductivity (ETC) of the air-gap in the laminar state and an equivalent treatment to the thermal circuit that comprises a hub, shaft, and bearings. Using an outer-rotor air-cooling in-wheel motor as an example, the temperature field of this motor is calculated numerically using the proposed method; the results are experimentally verified. The heat transfer rate (HTR) of each cooling path is obtained using the numerical results and analytic formulas. The influences of the structural parameters on temperature increases and the HTR of each cooling path are analyzed. Thereafter, the overload capability of the motor is analyzed in various overload conditions.
Introduction
Nowadays, energy shortage and environmental pollution are two increasingly serious problems in the world. The energy resources for vehicles will be exhausted if people use them in an unreasonable way. As a result, electric vehicles gradually become popular and make up a big proportion in transportation [1] . The in-wheel motors, as the power unit of electric vehicles, receive considerable attention in this aspect [2] . Direct-drive outer-rotor motors are used extensively because of their high transmission efficiency [3] . The outer-rotor motors experience more difficulties in heat dissipation than inner-rotor motors. Meanwhile, high power density outer-rotor motors commonly employ water or oil cooling [4] . Accordingly, a reasonable thermal design of outer-rotor air-cooling motors can effectively enhance the power density without the fluid circulating device. Currently, this enhancement is a direction for the further development of in-wheel motors. Determining the heat dissipation mechanism of this type of motor and calculating the limit values in various overload conditions are necessary to develop a reasonable design for the cooling structure of an air-cooling motor. Research on the heat dissipation mechanism of outer-rotor air-cooling motors can provide guidelines for the selection of the cooling mode and design of the cooling structure of such machines.
Currently, the numerical calculation method is a major approach in the study of the cooling performance of motors [5] . The numerical method requires building an accurate temperature field model. The modeling difficulties of the motor mainly include the following aspects. (1) The first aspect involves the accurate calculation of heat transfer through the air-gap. The air-gap is considerably short, thereby causing the heat transfer performance to be easily influenced by the fluid flow state.
(2) Considerable attention is given to the equivalent treatment for the thermal circuit comprising the hub, shaft, and bearings. All these components are made of metals, which perform well in heat conduction. (3) The gap between two interconnected objects should be considered because such a gap can substantially affect the temperature field calculation of air-cooling motors.
Building a thermal model of the air-gap is currently done through three methods. The first is the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) method. The air-gap domain is not built, and HTCs of the rotor-side and stator-side cylinders are determined using an empirical formula for the Nusselt number. The two concentric cylinders of the air-gap contribute a convection connection [6] [7] [8] . The second is the coupled field method (CFM). The fluid domain of the air-gap is built and the rotor-side cylinder is provided with a rotating speed. The fluid and temperature fields are coupled [9] . The third is the equivalent thermal conductivity (ETC) method. The air-gap is seen as solid, and the ETC of the air-gap is obtained using empirical formulas [10, 11] . In terms of high to low accuracies, the arrangement of the methods starts from CFM, HTC, to ETC. Accordingly, the ETC method has the highest calculation efficiency, followed by the HTC method and the CFM. Moreover, the calculation efficiency of the ETC method is substantially higher than that of the other two methods. Thus, the ETC method is a suitable choice when its calculation accuracy can satisfy the requirements.
For the outer-rotor air-cooling motors, the heat generated from the stator mainly transfers to the end caps and enclosure through the air-gap. If this type of motor adopts the ETC method, then the accuracy of the air-gap ETC must be ensured. Otherwise, the precision of the motor temperature field will be affected.
A direct-drive in-wheel motor is often mounted on the wheel without a reducer, which makes the motor have low speed and small size [12] . Accordingly, the air flow inside the air-gap is laminar. Thus, using ETC with an air-gap in the laminar state is necessary. The conventional method used to calculate the air-gap ETC is sectional. The ETC is considered the thermal conductivity of still air in the laminar state, and obtained using the empirical formula for the turbulent state [13] [14] [15] . However, the air-gap is better than still air in heat transfer performance when the Reynolds number of the air-gap is near the critical Reynolds number.
The current study adopts the following methods by considering the aforementioned factors. (1) The thermal model of the air-gap adopts the ETC method and provides a new method to calculate ETC in the laminar state. (2) The heat transfer mode of the thermal circuit comprising the hub, shaft, and bearings receives the equivalent treatment from heat conduction to heat convection, and a suitable HTC is applied to the cylinder of the stator yoke. (3) Adopting the CFD method for numerical analysis is necessary because the HTCs of the rotary end caps are difficult to calculate accurately. The three-dimensional (3D) temperature field of the motor is calculated numerically using the preceding methods, and the results are experimentally verified. The HTR of each cooling path is obtained using the numerical results and analytic formulas. The influences of the structure parameters on temperature increases and HTR of each cooling path are analyzed. Thereafter, the overload capability of the motor is analyzed in various overload conditions.
Accurate Modeling of the Temperature Field
This section describes the methods to calculate the air-gap ETC in the laminar state and the equivalent treatment to the thermal circuit of the hub-shaft-bearing. 
Accurate Calculation of the Air-Gap Equivalent Thermal Conductivity (ETC)
In the heat transfer research of the air-gap in the laminar state, Gazley measured the thermal conductivity of a cross-section in the air-gap height direction. Results show that heat transfers from one surface to another, and the intensity of the heat exchange is independent of the rotating speed [16] .
With increasing rotating speed, which is limited in the laminar state, the heat transfer performance of the air-gap improves constantly. The thermal conduction property of the air inside the air-gap is not enhanced but the HTC of the two cylinders is reinforced. The improvement of the HTC is caused by the fluid flow in the air-gap, which implies an improvement in the heat transfer of the two cylinders when calculating the air-gap ETC.
The definition of the Nusselt number describes Nu as follows:
where α 1 is the average HTC of the two cylinders of the air-gap, L 1 is the characteristic surface length, and λ 1 is the thermal conductivity of the still coolant. In this case, L 1 is twice the length of the air-gap [7] , and λ 1 is the thermal conductivity of still air; both variables are constant. As the speed of the motor increases from 0 to the limiting value, which is the maximum speed rendering the air-gap in the laminar state, α 1 becomes larger and Nu increases constantly. This relationship shows the increased effect of heat convection on the heat transfer of the air-gap. The total thermal resistance between the stator and rotor comprises three thermal resistances in series. Figure 1 shows the thermal circuit of the air-gap. R S2 is the convection thermal resistance of the rotor-side cylinder. R C is the conduction thermal resistance of the air-gap. R S1 is the convection thermal resistance of the stator-side cylinder. With increasing rotating speed, which is limited in the laminar state, the heat transfer performance of the air-gap improves constantly. The thermal conduction property of the air inside the air-gap is not enhanced but the HTC of the two cylinders is reinforced. The improvement of the HTC is caused by the fluid flow in the air-gap, which implies an improvement in the heat transfer of the two cylinders when calculating the air-gap ETC.
where α1 is the average HTC of the two cylinders of the air-gap, L1 is the characteristic surface length, and λ1 is the thermal conductivity of the still coolant. In this case, L1 is twice the length of the air-gap [7] , and λ1 is the thermal conductivity of still air; both variables are constant. As the speed of the motor increases from 0 to the limiting value, which is the maximum speed rendering the air-gap in the laminar state, α1 becomes larger and Nu increases constantly. This relationship shows the increased effect of heat convection on the heat transfer of the air-gap. The total thermal resistance between the stator and rotor comprises three thermal resistances in series. Figure 1 shows the thermal circuit of the air-gap. RS2 is the convection thermal resistance of the rotor-side cylinder. RC is the conduction thermal resistance of the air-gap. RS1 is the convection thermal resistance of the stator-side cylinder. The average convection thermal resistance of the two cylinders RS is provided and is defined as (RS1 + RS2)/2. k is the critical point to determine the air-gap ETC in the laminar state. When RS/RC > k, the thermal conductivity of the air-gap equals the thermal conductivity of still air. When RS/RC < k, the thermal resistance of the two cylinders promotes the heat transfer performance of the air-gap, and the thermal conductivity of the air-gap is larger than that of still air. k is only related to the length of air-gap δ. The average convection thermal resistance of the two cylinders R S is provided and is defined as (R S1 + R S2 )/2. k is the critical point to determine the air-gap ETC in the laminar state. When R S /R C > k, the thermal conductivity of the air-gap equals the thermal conductivity of still air. When R S /R C < k, the thermal resistance of the two cylinders promotes the heat transfer performance of the air-gap, and the thermal conductivity of the air-gap is larger than that of still air. k is only related to the length of air-gap δ. Figure 2 shows the relationship curve of k and δ. With increasing rotating speed, which is limited in the laminar state, the heat transfer performance of the air-gap improves constantly. The thermal conduction property of the air inside the air-gap is not enhanced but the HTC of the two cylinders is reinforced. The improvement of the HTC is caused by the fluid flow in the air-gap, which implies an improvement in the heat transfer of the two cylinders when calculating the air-gap ETC.
where α1 is the average HTC of the two cylinders of the air-gap, L1 is the characteristic surface length, and λ1 is the thermal conductivity of the still coolant. In this case, L1 is twice the length of the air-gap [7] , and λ1 is the thermal conductivity of still air; both variables are constant. As the speed of the motor increases from 0 to the limiting value, which is the maximum speed rendering the air-gap in the laminar state, α1 becomes larger and Nu increases constantly. This relationship shows the increased effect of heat convection on the heat transfer of the air-gap. The total thermal resistance between the stator and rotor comprises three thermal resistances in series. Figure 1 shows the thermal circuit of the air-gap. RS2 is the convection thermal resistance of the rotor-side cylinder. RC is the conduction thermal resistance of the air-gap. RS1 is the convection thermal resistance of the stator-side cylinder. The average convection thermal resistance of the two cylinders RS is provided and is defined as (RS1 + RS2)/2. k is the critical point to determine the air-gap ETC in the laminar state. When RS/RC > k, the thermal conductivity of the air-gap equals the thermal conductivity of still air. When RS/RC < k, the thermal resistance of the two cylinders promotes the heat transfer performance of the air-gap, and the thermal conductivity of the air-gap is larger than that of still air. k is only related to the length of air-gap δ. The conduction thermal resistance of the air-gap R C can be calculated using the following equation:
where S a is the mean area of the two cylinders. The average convection thermal resistance of the two cylinders R S can be calculated using the following equation:
where α 1 can be obtained using the following equation [17] :
where V is the velocity of the rotor-side cylinder.
The length of the air-gap is constant for a common motor, thereby making k and R C constant as well. With the speed of the motor constantly increasing from 0, α 1 increases gradually and R S decreases constantly. When R S is equal to the product of k and R C , the speed is the critical speed n 1 and the air-gap ETC is λ 1 . n 1 can be calculated using the following equation:
where r 2 is the radius of the rotor-side cylinder.
The speed continues to increase from n 1 . When the speed reaches the limiting speed n 2 , which is the maximum speed rendering the air-gap in the laminar state, the air-gap ETC is λ 2 . n 2 can be calculated using the following equation:
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of air. Re c is the critical Reynolds number, which can be acquired using the following equation [18] :
λ 2 can be obtained via the following equation [13, 14] :
where r 1 is the radius of the stator-side cylinder; η is the ratio of r 1 and r 2 and its range is 0 < η < 1; Re is the Reynolds number, which can be calculated using the following equation:
where n is the speed of the motor. When the range of n is [n 1 , n 2 ], the corresponding range of the air-gap ETC, λ eff , is [λ 1 , λ 2 ], and λ eff is mainly affected by R S . With the constant decrease in R S , λ eff increases gradually. λ eff ∝ √ n (∝ means proportional) because of the relationship of R S ∝ 1/α and α ∝ √ n. When the air-gap is in the laminar state, λ eff with a speed of n, can be obtained using the following equation:
When the air-gap is in the turbulent state, the air-gap ETC can be calculated using Equation (8) .
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Equivalent Treatment of the Hub-Shaft-Bearing Thermal Circuit
An outer-rotor air-cooling motor is used as an example to illustrate the method of equivalent treatment of the hub-shaft-bearing thermal circuit. Figure 3 shows that the cylinder of the stator yoke connects with the end caps through the hub, shaft, and bearing. All these components are made of metals, thereby performing well in heat conduction. Thus, the effect of heat transfer on the thermal circuit should be considered. The calculation efficiency will decrease if the calculation model is built according to the actual structure. The heat transfer mode of the thermal circuit is equivalent to the heat convection from heat conduction on the premise of the same cooling performance. The HTC of the stator yoke cylinder is considered a boundary condition that is applied to the model. The equivalent treatment saves the establishment of the hub, shaft, and bearing in the model, thereby simplifying the physical model and embodying the heat transfer effect of the thermal circuit.
The thermal circuit of the hub includes six spokes that conduct heat in a parallel manner. The thermal circuit of the shaft comprises two cylinders that are half the length of the parallel heat shaft conductor. The aforementioned thermal resistances are calculated using Equation (2). The thermal conductivity of the hub and shaft is 40 W/(m· • C) according to their material properties. The type of bearing used is a deep groove ball bearing and the model is 6004/61804-LS [19] . The thermal resistance of the bearings is 0.526 • C/W, as obtained through the thermal circuit calculation according to the structure parameters of the bearing.
The heat transfer between two interconnected objects is often described by the junction thermal resistance. For air-cooling motors, the gap between the joint surfaces has an immense influence on the accuracy of temperature calculation. The equivalent thermal resistance of the joint surfaces can be modeled by the equivalent air-gap conduction. Table 1 presents the equivalent air-gap length [20] .
The thermal circuit of the hub includes six spokes that conduct heat in a parallel manner. The thermal circuit of the shaft comprises two cylinders that are half the length of the parallel heat shaft conductor. The aforementioned thermal resistances are calculated using Equation (2). The thermal conductivity of the hub and shaft is 40 W/(m•°C) according to their material properties. The type of bearing used is a deep groove ball bearing and the model is 6004/61804-LS [19] . The thermal resistance of the bearings is 0.526 °C /W, as obtained through the thermal circuit calculation according to the structure parameters of the bearing.
The heat transfer between two interconnected objects is often described by the junction thermal resistance. For air-cooling motors, the gap between the joint surfaces has an immense influence on the accuracy of temperature calculation. The equivalent thermal resistance of the joint surfaces can be modeled by the equivalent air-gap conduction. Table 1 presents the equivalent air-gap length [20] . The total resistance R T can be obtained using the cascade relationship of all the aforementioned thermal resistances. The HTC of the stator yoke cylinder α 2 is obtained using the following equation:
where S b is the area of the stator yoke cylinder.
Practice and Verification of the Accurate Modeling Method
An outer-rotor air-cooling motor is used as an example to verify the accuracy of the modeling method. Table 2 shows the parameters of the motor. 
Application of the Accurate Modeling Method in Numerical Calculation

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modeling
Three CFD models are used in this study. For these models, all the fluid domains and solid domains are the same except the air-gap. The first is the CFM model. Currently, CFM is the most accurate numerical calculation method but has a long calculating time. In the model, the hub-shaft-bearing receives equivalent treatment, and the air-gap adopts the suitable boundary conditions to simulate the actual flow state. The air-gap material is defined as the air, the rotor-side cylinder is given a rotating speed, and the stator-side cylinder is still. The other two are ETC models whose air-gap is equivalent to solid. In the models, both the hub-shaft-bearing and the air-gap adopt equivalent treatment. The difference between the two models is the air-gap ETCs, which are 0.037 W/(m· • C) and 0.028 W/(m· • C), obtained by the new method and conventional method respectively.
In the accurate modeling method, two equivalent treatments are totally proposed. Their verifications should be in logical order. The CFM model is used to verify that the equivalent treatment of the hub-shaft-bearing is practicable and accurate. Thereafter, the ETC models are adopted to prove that the equivalent treatment of the air-gap is feasible and the new method of calculating the ETC is accurate.
To simplify the problem, the following assumptions are adopted.
(1) All the magnets are considered an annular body. The stator-side and rotor-side cylinders are smooth.
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(2) The losses are evenly distributed in the objects that generate the losses. (3) The impregnation state is perfect in slots, and the insulating paint on the surfaces of the copper wires distributes evenly.
Considering the influence of the heat transfer in the axial direction on temperature calculation, a 3D model is considered to numerically calculate the temperature field of the motor. The following boundary conditions are adopted.
(1) The windings and insulations in each slot are subjected to equivalent treatments. The layer insulations and the air inside the slot are disregarded. The remainders in the slot are divided into equivalent insulations and pure copper [21] . (2) The end windings are equivalent to annular bodies because the end windings are substantially short for the motor. The physical property is obtained using the proportion of pure copper and insulating paint and impregnating paint in the end winding. 5) The gap between the joint surfaces is considered solid, which is equal to the still air in the material property. Table 1 presents the equivalent length of the gap. The ambient temperature is 22 • C (in accordance with the experimental condition). (6) The radiant model adopts the discrete ordinates model. The emissivity of the end annular surfaces of the stator is 0.3, and the emissivity of internal surfaces and external surfaces of the end caps is 0.9. Figure 4 shows the physical model. Figure 5 shows the mesh generation. All components of the physical model are meshed with the unstructured grid. The grid quantity is good and the skewness of the majority of the grids is below 0.8.
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(1) The windings and insulations in each slot are subjected to equivalent treatments. The layer insulations and the air inside the slot are disregarded. The remainders in the slot are divided into equivalent insulations and pure copper [21] . (2) The end windings are equivalent to annular bodies because the end windings are substantially short for the motor. The physical property is obtained using the proportion of pure copper and insulating paint and impregnating paint in the end winding. (3) A suitable HTC is applied to the stator yoke cylinder. HTC is 15.75 W/(m 2 ·°C ). The thermal conductivity of the stator core is anisotropic. (4) A sufficient fluid domain is established to wrap the motor. All the rotor surfaces are provided a rated speed. (5) The gap between the joint surfaces is considered solid, which is equal to the still air in the material property. Table 1 presents the equivalent length of the gap. The ambient temperature is 22 °C (in accordance with the experimental condition). (6) The radiant model adopts the discrete ordinates model. The emissivity of the end annular surfaces of the stator is 0.3, and the emissivity of internal surfaces and external surfaces of the end caps is 0.9. Figure 4 shows the physical model. Figure 5 shows the mesh generation. All components of the physical model are meshed with the unstructured grid. The grid quantity is good and the skewness of the majority of the grids is below 0.8. 3) The impregnation state is perfect in slots, and the insulating paint on the surfaces of the copper wires distributes evenly.
(1) The windings and insulations in each slot are subjected to equivalent treatments. The layer insulations and the air inside the slot are disregarded. The remainders in the slot are divided into equivalent insulations and pure copper [21] . (2) The end windings are equivalent to annular bodies because the end windings are substantially short for the motor. The physical property is obtained using the proportion of pure copper and insulating paint and impregnating paint in the end winding. (3) A suitable HTC is applied to the stator yoke cylinder. HTC is 15.75 W/(m 2 ·°C ). The thermal conductivity of the stator core is anisotropic. (4) A sufficient fluid domain is established to wrap the motor. All the rotor surfaces are provided a rated speed. (5) The gap between the joint surfaces is considered solid, which is equal to the still air in the material property. Table 1 presents the equivalent length of the gap. The ambient temperature is 22 °C (in accordance with the experimental condition). (6) The radiant model adopts the discrete ordinates model. The emissivity of the end annular surfaces of the stator is 0.3, and the emissivity of internal surfaces and external surfaces of the end caps is 0.9. Figure 4 shows the physical model. Figure 5 shows the mesh generation. All components of the physical model are meshed with the unstructured grid. The grid quantity is good and the skewness of the majority of the grids is below 0.8. In Figure 4 , the vacancy is the layer insulation and the air, both ignored in modeling. The fluid domains are established as in the actual situation. Two fluid domains are built between the end cap and end winding. To see the model clearly, the fluid domains are set to the transparent media in Figures 4 and 5 .
In cylindrical coordinates, the 3D heat conduction equation in the steady-state is shown as follows:
where T is the temperature of the boundary surface; q v is the sum of all heat sources; λ r , λ ϕ and λ z are the thermal conductivities of materials in the r, ϕ and z directions; S 1 is the convective boundary surface; α is the HTC of each surface, which is the interface of fluid and solid; T f is the local temperature of the fluid; n is the normal vector of the boundary surfaces; S 2 is the radiant boundary surface; T e is the thermodynamic temperature of the radiating surface; T a is the thermodynamic temperature of the absorbing surface; ε is the emissivity of S 2 ; and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, that is, 5.67
For the steady-state fluid field, the mass conservation and momentum conservation equations are shown as references [22] . The turbulence mathematical model adopts standard equations [23] .
Temperature Field Analysis
The temperature field diagrams of the middle cross-section of the motor in the radial and axial directions are shown in Figure 6a ,c,d. Figure 6b shows the velocity vector diagram and velocity contour map of the air-gap in the CFM method.
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In Figure 4 , the vacancy is the layer insulation and the air, both ignored in modeling. The fluid domains are established as in the actual situation. Two fluid domains are built between the end cap and end winding. To see the model clearly, the fluid domains are set to the transparent media in Figures 4 and 5 .
In cylindrical coordinates, the 3D heat conduction equation in the steady-state is shown as follows: 
where T is the temperature of the boundary surface; qv is the sum of all heat sources; λr, λφ and λz are the thermal conductivities of materials in the r, φ and z directions; S1 is the convective boundary surface; α is the HTC of each surface, which is the interface of fluid and solid; Tf is the local temperature of the fluid; n is the normal vector of the boundary surfaces; S2 is the radiant boundary surface; Te is the thermodynamic temperature of the radiating surface; Ta is the thermodynamic temperature of the absorbing surface; ε is the emissivity of S2; and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, that is, 5.67 × 10 −8 W/(m 2 ·K 4 ).
The temperature field diagrams of the middle cross-section of the motor in the radial and axial directions are shown in Figure 6a ,c,d. Figure 6b shows the velocity vector diagram and velocity contour map of the air-gap in the CFM method. Figure 6a illustrates that the temperature distribution is independent of the stator, rotor, and air-gap face region. The temperature of the air-gap changes significantly, and the gradient is constant in the radial direction. With the air-gap equivalent to a solid, as shown in Figure 6c ,d, the heat transfer mode is transformed from heat convection to heat conduction. Consequently, the air-gap affects the temperature of the stator and rotor regions, which are substantially close to the air-gap. Because Figure 6c shows a substantially large ETC, then this effect is more evident compared with that shown in Figure 6d . Overall, the calculation results of the CFM method are substantially close to those of the new method, and the temperature of the conventional method is the highest. Figure 6b shows that the fluid flow of the air-gap between two concentric cylinders is laminar. When the fluid is near the stator side, its velocity is near 0. When the fluid is near the rotor side, its velocity is near that of the rotor-side cylinder. The velocity of the fluid changes evenly in the radial direction, which means that dV/dδ is equal to the ratio V/δ. The relative velocity of the rotor-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface is equal to that of the stator-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface. The HTC of the two cylinders is approximately equal. When the rotating speed increases, V/δ increases; the relative velocity of the cylinder and fluid next to its surface also increases. That is, the cylinder HTC increases with the constant increase in speed, which makes the Nusselt number increase constantly. The analysis agrees with the prediction below the Equation (1) in Section 2.1.
Experimental Verification
The temperatures of the stator windings and enclosure are measured by employing the temperature rise test. The winding temperature is measured using two temperature sensors (i.e., Pt100) to prevent accidental error. Figure 7 shows the temperature measuring points of the windings. Figure 8 shows the experiment test bed. The ambient temperature is 22 • C. Figure 6a illustrates that the temperature distribution is independent of the stator, rotor, and air-gap face region. The temperature of the air-gap changes significantly, and the gradient is constant in the radial direction. With the air-gap equivalent to a solid, as shown in Figure 6c ,d, the heat transfer mode is transformed from heat convection to heat conduction. Consequently, the air-gap affects the temperature of the stator and rotor regions, which are substantially close to the air-gap. Because Figure 6c shows a substantially large ETC, then this effect is more evident compared with that shown in Figure 6d . Overall, the calculation results of the CFM method are substantially close to those of the new method, and the temperature of the conventional method is the highest. Figure 6b shows that the fluid flow of the air-gap between two concentric cylinders is laminar. When the fluid is near the stator side, its velocity is near 0. When the fluid is near the rotor side, its velocity is near that of the rotor-side cylinder. The velocity of the fluid changes evenly in the radial direction, which means that dV/dδ is equal to the ratio V/δ. The relative velocity of the rotor-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface is equal to that of the stator-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface. The HTC of the two cylinders is approximately equal. When the rotating speed increases, V/δ increases; the relative velocity of the cylinder and fluid next to its surface also increases. That is, the cylinder HTC increases with the constant increase in speed, which makes the Nusselt number increase constantly. The analysis agrees with the prediction below the Equation (1) in Section 2.1.
The temperatures of the stator windings and enclosure are measured by employing the temperature rise test. The winding temperature is measured using two temperature sensors (i.e., Pt100) to prevent accidental error. Figure 7 shows the temperature measuring points of the windings. Figure 8 shows the experiment test bed. The ambient temperature is 22 °C. Figure 6a illustrates that the temperature distribution is independent of the stator, rotor, and air-gap face region. The temperature of the air-gap changes significantly, and the gradient is constant in the radial direction. With the air-gap equivalent to a solid, as shown in Figure 6c ,d, the heat transfer mode is transformed from heat convection to heat conduction. Consequently, the air-gap affects the temperature of the stator and rotor regions, which are substantially close to the air-gap. Because Figure 6c shows a substantially large ETC, then this effect is more evident compared with that shown in Figure 6d . Overall, the calculation results of the CFM method are substantially close to those of the new method, and the temperature of the conventional method is the highest. Figure 6b shows that the fluid flow of the air-gap between two concentric cylinders is laminar. When the fluid is near the stator side, its velocity is near 0. When the fluid is near the rotor side, its velocity is near that of the rotor-side cylinder. The velocity of the fluid changes evenly in the radial direction, which means that dV/dδ is equal to the ratio V/δ. The relative velocity of the rotor-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface is equal to that of the stator-side cylinder and fluid next to its surface. The HTC of the two cylinders is approximately equal. When the rotating speed increases, V/δ increases; the relative velocity of the cylinder and fluid next to its surface also increases. That is, the cylinder HTC increases with the constant increase in speed, which makes the Nusselt number increase constantly. The analysis agrees with the prediction below the Equation (1) in Section 2.1.
The temperatures of the stator windings and enclosure are measured by employing the temperature rise test. The winding temperature is measured using two temperature sensors (i.e., Pt100) to prevent accidental error. Figure 7 shows the temperature measuring points of the windings. Figure 8 shows the experiment test bed. The ambient temperature is 22 °C. Three measuring points are considered. Two temperature sensors are embedded in the windings. The temperature of the enclosure is measured using an infrared temperature measuring apparatus.
The experimental and CFD results are compared and analyzed. Table 3 shows the correlation data. Table 3 shows that the average winding temperature of the experimental results is 51.1 • C. The results of the CFM correspond well with the experimental results, thereby proving the practicable and accurate equivalent treatment of the hub-shaft-bearing. Compared with the results of the conventional method, results of the new method are near those of the experimental results. The new method is more accurate than the conventional method in terms of the ETC calculation. The calculation efficiency of the new method is substantially higher than that of the CFM method. The new method is the optimal method based on comprehensive comparison.
To further verify the accuracy of the new method, additional working conditions (all the speeds are below the limiting speed n 2 ) are simulated and verified via experiments. Table 4 shows the correlation data. Table 4 shows that the results of the new method agree with the experimental results under all conditions. However, the results of the conventional method agree with the experimental results at a low speed. With the constant increase in speed, the accuracy of the conventional method decreases. The new method can provide a considerably accurate ETC when the flow state of the air-gap is laminar.
Heat Transfer Rate (HTR) Distribution of Each Cooling Path
HTR of each cooling path is obtained through the CFD results of the new method and analytic formulas. The rule for the HTR distribution of the stator heat sources is presented.
HTR of the Air-Gap
In terms of energy conservation law and Fourier heat conduction law, the air-gap HTR is obtained using the following equation:
where Φ a is the HTR through the air-gap, T 2 is the temperature of the rotor-side cylinder, T 1 is the temperature of the stator-side cylinder (T 2 and T 1 are acquired through CFD results), and L 1 is the length of the stator core.
HTR of the Thermal Circuit of the Hub-Shaft-Bearing
HTR of the thermal circuit of the hub-shaft-bearing is obtained using the following equation:
where Φ b is the HTR through the thermal circuit of the hub-shaft-bearing, T 4 is the temperature of end caps, and T 3 is the temperature of the stator yoke cylinder. T 4 and T 3 are acquired through the CFD results.
HTR of the Annular Surfaces
The stator can be considered an annular body with four surfaces. Two cylinders and two annular surfaces are also included in the stator. The outer and inner cylinders indicate the heat dissipations of the air-gap and hub-shaft-bearing, respectively. The cooling modes of the two annular surfaces are convection and radiation. An annular surface comprises a stator core and end windings. The convective HTR of the annular surfaces is obtained using the following equation:
where Φ c is HTR through the annular surfaces, α 3 is the HTC of the annular surface, S c is the area of the two annular surfaces, T 5 is the average temperature of the annular surface, and T 6 is the average temperature of the air inside the motor. α 3 , T 5 , and T 6 are acquired through the CFD results. The radiant HTR of the annular surfaces is obtained using the following equation:
where Φ d is HTR of the radiant heat dissipation, T 5 is the thermodynamic temperature of the radiating surface (the two annular surfaces of the stator), T 7 is the thermodynamic temperature of the absorbing surface (the two internal surfaces of end caps), and ε 1 is the emissivity of the two annular surfaces (0.3 emissivity is adopted in this case). T 5 and T 7 are acquired using the CFD results. Table 5 shows the HTR distribution of each cooling circuit. Table 5 shows that the total HTR of the three cooling paths is 42.74 W and the error with the stator losses is 43 W. The error is caused by disregarding the heat convection between the hub-shaft and air inside the motor. However, the precision of the results can satisfy the engineering requirements, and these results can be used as references in actual practice.
The percentage of the air-gap HTR is 51.3%, which indicates that the air-gap significantly influences the temperature distribution of the motor. Only the air-gap is adopted as a suitable equivalent treatment that can obtain the accurate temperature field of the motor. It is necessary to give an accurate air-gap ETC if the air-gap is equivalent to solid. The proportion of HTR in the axial direction is 48%. Because the outer-rotor direct-drive motors often have a small ratio of iron length and armature diameter, they have a large percentage of HTR in the axial direction.
For the outer-rotor natural-convection air-cooling motor, the radiant contribution on heat dissipation is considerably small and negligible. The two end caps are rotating, which makes the HTCs of their surfaces substantially larger than those of still end caps. The surfaces of the end caps mainly transfer the heat by convection rather than radiation.
Influence of the Structure Parameters on Cooling Performance
The influences of the motor structure parameters on the temperature increases and the HTR distribution of each cooling path is analyzed. The structure parameters of the motor include the air-gap length δ, diameter of the hub spokes, shaft diameter d 3 (to study the variables conveniently, the diameter of the hub spokes d 1 and shaft diameter d 2 are made equal to d 3 ), and the distance from the enclosure to the end winding h. Figure 3 labels d 1 , d 2 , and h.
Influence of δ on the Cooling Performance
A series of average winding temperatures and the proportion of HTR for each cooling path are obtained by changing the air-gap length δ. The variation range is from 0 to 1 mm. The step measurement is 0.1 mm. Figure 9 shows the results. The percentage of the air-gap HTR is 51.3%, which indicates that the air-gap significantly influences the temperature distribution of the motor. Only the air-gap is adopted as a suitable equivalent treatment that can obtain the accurate temperature field of the motor. It is necessary to give an accurate air-gap ETC if the air-gap is equivalent to solid. The proportion of HTR in the axial direction is 48%. Because the outer-rotor direct-drive motors often have a small ratio of iron length and armature diameter, they have a large percentage of HTR in the axial direction.
Influence of the Structure Parameters on Cooling Performance
The influences of the motor structure parameters on the temperature increases and the HTR distribution of each cooling path is analyzed. The structure parameters of the motor include the air-gap length δ, diameter of the hub spokes, shaft diameter d3 (to study the variables conveniently, the diameter of the hub spokes d1 and shaft diameter d2 are made equal to d3), and the distance from the enclosure to the end winding h. Figure 3 labels d1, d2 , and h.
Influence of δ on the Cooling Performance
A series of average winding temperatures and the proportion of HTR for each cooling path are obtained by changing the air-gap length δ. The variation range is from 0 to 1 mm. The step measurement is 0.1 mm. Figure 9 shows the results. Figure 9 shows that with the constant increase in the air-gap length, the winding average temperature increases, the proportion of air-gap HTR decreases constantly, and the proportion of the hub-shaft-bearing HTR and annular surfaces HTR increase constantly. The thermal resistance of the air-gap increases with the constant increase in air-gap length. The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits indicate a lack of change, thereby resulting in a large total thermal resistance and modified HTR proportion of each thermal circuit based on the preceding description. The cooling performance of the motor becomes poor with the constant increase in air-gap length. Considering the bumpy driving environment and rotor assembly, the air-gap length cannot be substantially small and requires further comprehensive consideration before it can be selected.
Influence of d3 on the Cooling Performance
A series of average winding temperatures and proportions of the HTR for each cooling path are obtained by changing the diameter of the hub spokes and shaft diameter d3. The values of d3 are 15, 17, 20, 25 , and 30 mm. Table 6 shows the results. Figure 9 shows that with the constant increase in the air-gap length, the winding average temperature increases, the proportion of air-gap HTR decreases constantly, and the proportion of the hub-shaft-bearing HTR and annular surfaces HTR increase constantly. The thermal resistance of the air-gap increases with the constant increase in air-gap length. The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits indicate a lack of change, thereby resulting in a large total thermal resistance and modified HTR proportion of each thermal circuit based on the preceding description. The cooling performance of the motor becomes poor with the constant increase in air-gap length. Considering the bumpy driving environment and rotor assembly, the air-gap length cannot be substantially small and requires further comprehensive consideration before it can be selected. Table 6 shows the results. Table 6 shows that with d 3 increasing from 15 to 30 mm, the average winding temperature decreases constantly, the proportion of HTR of annular surfaces displays a decline of 2.3%, and the proportion of the hub-shaft-bearing HTR shows a substantial increase value of 16.9%, and the proportion of the air-gap HTR presents a significant decline of 14.7%. The thermal resistance of the hub-shaft-bearing decreases with the constant increase in d 3 . The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits indicate a lack of change, thereby lowering the total thermal resistance and the HTR proportion for each thermal circuit changed. The cooling performance of the motor improves with constant increase in d 3 . Considering the manufacturing costs and motor assembly, d 3 cannot be substantially large and requires further comprehensive consideration before it can be utilized.
Influence of d 3 on the Cooling Performance
Influence of h on the Cooling Performance
A series of average winding temperatures and proportions of the HTR for each cooling path are obtained by changing the distance from the enclosure to the end winding h. The variation range is from 0.5 to 20 mm. The step measures 2.5 mm. Figure 10 shows the results. Table 6 shows that with d3 increasing from 15 to 30 mm, the average winding temperature decreases constantly, the proportion of HTR of annular surfaces displays a decline of 2.3%, and the proportion of the hub-shaft-bearing HTR shows a substantial increase value of 16.9%, and the proportion of the air-gap HTR presents a significant decline of 14.7%. The thermal resistance of the hub-shaft-bearing decreases with the constant increase in d3. The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits indicate a lack of change, thereby lowering the total thermal resistance and the HTR proportion for each thermal circuit changed. The cooling performance of the motor improves with constant increase in d3. Considering the manufacturing costs and motor assembly, d3 cannot be substantially large and requires further comprehensive consideration before it can be utilized.
A series of average winding temperatures and proportions of the HTR for each cooling path are obtained by changing the distance from the enclosure to the end winding h. The variation range is from 0.5 to 20 mm. The step measures 2.5 mm. Figure 10 shows the results. Figure 10 shows that with the constant increase in h, the cooling performance of the motor shows limited improvement and the proportion of each cooling path is nearly constant. The thermal resistance of the annular surface shows limited changes with the constant increase in h. The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits show a lack of change, thereby making the total thermal resistance and HTR proportion of each thermal circuit essentially constant. That is, h has a limited effect on the cooling performance of the motor. A considerably small h can decrease the volume and mass of the motor, thereby making the vehicle a less unsprung mass. Accordingly, h should be as small as possible based on the premise that the motor operation and motor assembly are unaffected.
Research on Overload Capability in Various Overload Conditions
Direct-drive motors generally work at low speed, and the limiting temperature of work (LTW) often occurs under low speed and high torque conditions. In such conditions, the winding is the main heat source and maximum temperature point, and the magnets rarely generate heat. However, the influence of the heat sources of stator on the temperature of the magnets must be considered. The overload capability of the motor is studied using the maximum temperatures of the winding and magnets. Figure 10 shows that with the constant increase in h, the cooling performance of the motor shows limited improvement and the proportion of each cooling path is nearly constant. The thermal resistance of the annular surface shows limited changes with the constant increase in h. The thermal resistances of other thermal circuits show a lack of change, thereby making the total thermal resistance and HTR proportion of each thermal circuit essentially constant. That is, h has a limited effect on the cooling performance of the motor. A considerably small h can decrease the volume and mass of the motor, thereby making the vehicle a less unsprung mass. Accordingly, h should be as small as possible based on the premise that the motor operation and motor assembly are unaffected.
Direct-drive motors generally work at low speed, and the limiting temperature of work (LTW) often occurs under low speed and high torque conditions. In such conditions, the winding is the main heat source and maximum temperature point, and the magnets rarely generate heat. However, the influence of the heat sources of stator on the temperature of the magnets must be considered. The overload capability of the motor is studied using the maximum temperatures of the winding and magnets.
The insulation grade of the motor is B, the LTW of which is 130 • C. Considering the error of the maximum winding temperature between the calculated and actual values, 5 • C is considered a redundancy and the LTW of insulation is 125 • C. The ambient temperature adopted in this study is 40 • C based on the influence of ambient temperature on the temperature increase in the motor under limited working conditions.
Research on Overload Capability under Long-Time Overload Condition
The motor operates under constant conditions of a rated speed and an overload torque. The increase in temperature becomes high with the constant increase in the overload torque. The LTW of the insulation corresponds to the highest overload torque. The main heat source is the resistive losses of the stator obtained by the following equation:
where p cu is the resistive losses, m is the phase number, I is the root mean square (RMS) value of the phase current, ρ is the resistivity of conductor at a corresponding temperature, L 2 is the length of one-phase winding, d 4 is the wire diameter, and N is the number of strands. The resistive losses are the only variables dependent on I and temperature of the motor, whereas the other parameters are constant. The LTW of the motor is 125 • C. The resistive losses are obtained through the corresponding I and ρ. Table 7 compares and shows the parameters of the limiting and rated work conditions. Table 7 shows that the motor can operate steadily with the increase in torque by 1.87-fold. In limiting work conditions, the temperature of the magnets is considerably below their own LTW, and the temperature of winding acquires the LTW of insulation. The percentages of the HTR in the radial and axial directions reveal minimal changes. The use of multiple overload currents is approximately proportional to the maximum temperature of the winding.
Research on Overload Capability under Short-Time Overload Condition
In actual operation, in-wheel motors often encounter such conditions as overtaking and climbing. These motors need to provide a substantially large torque in the preceding conditions. The temperature of the motor increases significantly during this time. The windings and cores may destroy the insulation and cause the failure of the motor when the operation time is beyond the safe margins. Thus, studying the overload capability under short-time overload conditions is necessary. Two short-time overload conditions are studied. The first condition is that the motor operates with three times the torque after it reaches a thermal balance with the rated operation. The second condition includes the motor operating with four times the torque after it reaches a thermal balance with the rated operation. Figure 11 shows the relationship curves of the operation time and maximum temperature of the windings and magnets. with the rated operation. Figure 11 shows the relationship curves of the operation time and maximum temperature of the windings and magnets. Figure 11a shows that the temperature of the windings acquires the LTW at 450 sec (i.e., 7 min, 30 s). The temperature of the magnets is 55 °C. Figure 10b shows that the temperature of the windings acquires the LTW at 155 sec (i.e., 2 min, 35 s). The temperature of the magnets is 51 °C. The overload capability of the motor is only restricted by the LTW of the insulation. Selection of the magnets with a low LTW for designing the outer-rotor air-cooling motors, such as Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB), is expected thereafter because the temperature of the magnets is considerably below their own LTW.
Conclusions
(1) This study proposes a method of accurate modeling of the temperature field for outer-rotor air-cooling motors. This method is applied to the CFD model and is experimentally verified. The CFD results agree well with the experimental results, thereby proving the accuracy of the modeling method. The proposed method is significant in accurately and efficiently handling the heat transfer problem of the air-gap in the laminar state.
(2) The rule of heat distribution of the stator heat sources is presented. The air-gap is the main cooling path for the stator heat sources. The HTR in the axial direction is nearly half that of the total HTR. It is necessary to consider the heat dissipation in the axial direction when the cooling performance of this kind of motor is studied.
(3) The cooling performance of the motor becomes poor with the constant increase in the air-gap length, and improves with the constant increase in d3. h has a limited effect on the cooling performance. The results provide important reference values for designing the cooling structure of outer-rotor motors.
(4) The temperature of the magnets is considerably below their own LTW. The overload capability of the motor is only restricted by the LTW of insulation. As a reference for the overload capability of the outer-rotor air-cooling motors, the results provide a selection principle for the parameters in the design of the motors.
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Conclusions
(3) The cooling performance of the motor becomes poor with the constant increase in the air-gap length, and improves with the constant increase in d 3 . h has a limited effect on the cooling performance. The results provide important reference values for designing the cooling structure of outer-rotor motors.
